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[(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08]0.9(TiO2)0.1 (titania-doped yttria sta-

bilized circonia, 10TiYSZ) samples were prepared by solid state

reaction from mixtures of 8 mol% yttria-doped ZrO2 (YSZ)

and TiO2 and characterized in terms of structure, microstruc-

ture, and electrical properties. [(ZrO2)0.97(Y2O3)0.03]0.9(TiO2)0.1

(titania-doped tetragonal zirconia polycrystalline, 10TiTZP)

was also prepared for comparison in some specific studies. Ionic

transport properties were measured by impedance spectroscopy

in air as a function of temperature. DC techniques including

electromotive force (EMF) and Ion Blocking measurements

(IB) were carried out in order to determine the electronic

contribution to the total conductivity. The addition of titania to

YSZ induces the tetragonal zirconia phase formation, thus

[(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08]0.9(TiO2)0.1 is a composite material and is

constituted by two solid solutions, titania-doped yttria-stabilized

zirconia (67.7 mole fraction) and titania-doped tetragonal

zirconia (32.3 mole fraction). A decrease in bulk ionic

conductivity, of one order of magnitude, when TiO2 is added

to YSZ is observed in the whole temperature range. Further-

more, in the bulk conductivity vs the reciprocal of the

temperature plot, a bending (from 5501C to higher tempera-

tures) toward higher activation energies was detected. The

bending could indicate the existence mainly of Ti4+–Vö

associated pairs with an association energy of 0.4370.02 eV.

It could mean that Ti–O bonds become stronger and shorter and

could produce the formation of microdomains of a ZrTiO4-like

structure. The addition of titanium is effective in increasing the

electronic conductivity under reducing conditions. Conductivity

as a function of Po2 and IB results cannot be related to the

formation of small polarons during the reduction process.

Furthermore, according to the calculations based on the small

polaron theory, inconsistent values for the radius of a small

polaron (rp) are obtained in both 10TiYSZ and 10TiTZP.
However, large polarons can explain the transport properties in

these materials under reducing conditions in agreement with the

experimental data. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
orrespondence should be addressed.
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INTRODUCTION

In technological applications such as solid oxide fuel
cells (SOFCs), where high current densities are required,
the electrode polarization associated with the charge
transfer process reduces the cell effectiveness. It is believed
that the electrocatalytic effect of the electrolyte surface may
improve the efficiency of the cell. The basic idea is that the
nature of the electrolyte surface can be modified, at
sufficiently high polarization levels, with the formation of
intermediate ionized species that will participate in the
process as a catalyst (1). To achieve this type of effect, it
was also suggested that the electrolyte properties could be
changed by doping with appropriate mixed valence cations.
Under reducing conditions they change their valence state
and enhance both the concentration of oxygen vacancies
and the electronic conductivity, which should promote the
participation of the electrolyte surface on the anodic
process of a SOFC. This ‘‘electrocatalytic effect’’ must be
interpreted as an extension of the reaction zone from the
triple contact points because of the availability of mobile
electronic charge carriers at the surface of the electrolyte in
close proximity to oxygen vacancies. Stable mixed ionic
and electronic conducting oxides with the fluorite structure
show some very attractive characteristics for the use as a
matrix in anode materials in SOFCs. Some authors
mentioned the use of ceria (2,3), titania (4–10), ruthenium
oxide (11, 12), terbia (13), iron (14, 15), and Mn2O3 (16) for
this purpose. Yttria-stabilized zirconia with 1–12 mol%
TiO2 dopant is considered as a promising candidate for
SOFC anodes because they have excellent stability at high
temperatures, good compatibility with the YSZ electrolyte,
mixed conductivity, and electrocatalytic activity. Further-
more, these mixed oxygen ion–electronic conductors have a
potential use as oxygen permeable membranes and
electrolyzers.
0022-4596/02 $35.00
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TABLE 1

Compositions Considered in This Work

Material Label

(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08 YSZ

[(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08]0.95(TiO2)0.05 5TiYSZ

[(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08]0.90(TiO2)0.10 10TiYSZ

[(ZrO2)0.94(Y2O3)0.063]0.948(TiO2)0.052 5.2Ti6Y

[(ZrO2)0.98(Y2O3)0.021]0.952(TiO2)0.048 4.8Ti2Y

(ZrO2)0.97(Y2O3)0.03 TZP

[(ZrO2)0.97(Y2O3)0.03]0.95(TiO2)0.05 5TiTZP

[(ZrO2)0.97(Y2O3)0.03]0.9(TiO2)0.1 10TiTZP
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It is generally accepted that the ionic conduction in air of
titania-doped YSZ decreases with increasing titania con-
tent (4–6,8). That fact can be partially explained by the
dilution effect because of the substitution of Zr4+ by Ti4+,
but this only explains a slight overall decrease in
concentration of ionic defects. Colomer et al. (17), by
using XRD and scanning electron microscopy, detected the
presence of titania-doped tetragonal zirconia in titania-
doped fluorite phase, which could be one of the reasons for
the ionic conductivity decrease. Traqueia et al. (18) by
using Raman spectroscopy also reported tetragonal short-
range order in the fluorite phase. However, there has not
been a study to separate the possible contributions to
decrease the ionic conductivity in the materials of the
ternary system ZrO2–Y2O3–TiO2.

Moreover, the electronic mechanism that takes place
under reducing conditions in these materials is still
controversial. Naito and Arashi (7) and Lindegaard et al.
(9) found an increase in conductivity at low oxygen partial
pressures, which they ascribed to a small polaron mechan-
ism. According to Marques et al. (19) there is no clear
evidence of a small polaron mechanism in these
materials.

The present work aims at understanding the effect of the
addition of titania on the structural, microstructural, and
electrical properties of YSZ. Furthermore, the mechanism
of the electronic contribution in a reducing atmosphere
(small or large polaron) is also studied under experimental
and theoretical points of view.

EXPERIMENTAL

This work focuses on [(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08]0.9(TiO2)0.1

(10TiYSZ); the rest of the compositions (Table 1) have
been considered for some specific studies.

[(ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08]0.95(TiO2)0.05 (5TiYSZ), [(ZrO2)0.92

(Y2O3)0.08]0.9(TiO2)0.1 (10TiYSZ), [(ZrO2)0.97(Y2O3)0.03]0.95

(TiO2)0.05 (5TiTZP), and [(ZrO2)0.97(Y2O3)0.03]0.90(TiO2)0.10

(10TiTZP) were prepared by the addition of TiO2 (Merck,
Germany) to YSZ or TZP, respectively (commercially
available powders, 8 and 3 mol%, Y2O3 respectively,
Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan). [(ZrO2)0.94(Y2O3)0.06]0.948(TiO2)0.052

(5.2Ti6Y) and [(ZrO2)0.98(Y2O3)0.02]0.952(TiO2)0.048 (4.8
Ti2Y) were prepared from ZrO2 (prepared by hydrolysis
from Zr(OCH2CH2CH3)4 (Aldrich, USA), Y2O3 (Johnson
Matthey GmbH, England), and TiO2 (Merck, Germany)
mixtures.

YSZ, TZP, and the powder mixtures were submitted to
attrition milling for 2 h, sieved (63 mm) and calcined at
8001C for 2 h and sieved again (63 mm). Finally, the powder
was pressed isostatically at 200 MPa into bars that were cut
to prepare discs for electrical measurements. YSZ, 5TiYSZ,
and 10TiYSZ samples were sintered in air at 15001C for 2 h
(heating and cooling rate 51C/min). TZP, 5TiTZP, and
10TiTZP samples were sintered at 14001C for 2 h in air
(heating and cooling rate 51C/min). Final densities were
measured by the Archimedes’ immersion method in water.
X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples were obtained
using a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer and monochro-
mated high-intensity CuKa1 radiation (l=1.5405 Å). The
experimental diffraction patterns were collected at room
temperature over a range of 20�2Y �80 (step-scanned at
11/5 s). For lattice parameter determination, the studied
range was 33�2Y �80 (step-scanned at 0.0251/20 s). The
experimental diffraction patterns for the phase distribution
calculations were collected at room temperature over a
range of 71�2Y �75 (step-scanned at 0.0251/20 s).

The phases distribution (mole fractions) (20) in the
sintered materials were determined by the ratio

Mc

Mt
¼ 0:88

Icð400Þ
Itð400Þ þ Itð004Þ ½1�

The microstructure of the sintered samples was analyzed
on polished and thermally etched surfaces by means of
scanning electron microscopy energy-dispersive X-ray
(SEM-EDX) (Model DSM 950, Zeiss, Oberchen, Ger-
many). The grain size was determined using automatic
image analysis (Model IMAGIST V6, Princeton Gamma
Tech. Inc., Princeton, NJ) of SEM micrographs, and the
mean grain size was obtained by considering the equivalent
spherical diameter of at least 200 grains.

Samples prepared as pellets with 0.8 cm diameter and
thickness 0.2 cm were electroded with platinum high-
conductivity paste on both sample surfaces. Electrochemi-
cal impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis in air and under
reducing atmosphere, between 250 and 10001C, by using
computer-assisted electromotive force (EMF) readings
during the reduction and/or oxidation of the furnace
atmosphere was performed. The impedance analyzer
used was a HP 4192A in the frequency range of 10 to
107 Hz.

10TiYSZ and 10TiTZP were treated under reducing
conditions (10�18 atm.) for 2 h in order to evaluate the
possible weight losses due to a partial reduction.
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Impedance spectroscopy measurements at constant
frequency (10 KHz) in a controlled-atmosphere furnace
(21) as a function of temperature (800–10001C) were
performed. The atmosphere was fitted with a YSZ oxygen
sensor to ensure continuous monitoring of the oxygen
partial pressure next to the pellet being characterized. The
furnace atmosphere can be brought quickly from air to
reducing conditions by a single flushing of the closed
furnace chamber with a N2 + H2 gas mixture. Data can be
obtained while reducing or raising the Po2 of the furnace
atmosphere. The latter is usually preferred, and it
corresponds to a slow transition in Po2 due to the
permeation of oxygen through the sensor tube (electro-
chemical) and other possible minor physical leaks in the
system. A complete redox cycle usually takes more than 8 h.

Measurement of the ionic transport number was
performed in the above-mentioned furnace, including a
YSZ sensor and a YSZ electrochemical pump, for oxygen
pressure control. The open circuit (EMF) measurements
were performed with a concentration cell using air as a
reference: Po2 (variable), Pt || Sample ||Pt, air (reference).

The experimental data consist of the cell EMF against
the EMF of a reference YSZ sensor, and are continually
recorded by a data acquisition system during the reduction
or reoxidation of the furnace atmosphere. The furnace
atmosphere is brought from oxidizing to reducing condi-
tions by the electrochemical pumping of oxygen. An
automatic data acquisition system enables continuous
recording of the sensor and sample open circuit.

The ion blocking technique (19) employed an impervious
alumina disk sealed with a Pyrex ring against one side of
the mixed conductor pellet (blocking electrode). A rever-
sible Pt electrode on the other side of the pellet in contact
with air was used as the reference electrode. A dc source
was used to establish a constant applied voltage to the cell.
High-impedance multimeters and a resistor in series with
the cell were used to perform the voltage and current
measurements, as shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Experimental setup used in ion-blocking measurements: (a)

mixed conductor, (b) alumina disk, (c) Pyrex seal, (d) Pt electrodes, (e) Pt

wires, (f) dc source, and (g) resistor.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-Ray Diffraction Analysis

For the 10TiYSZ material, peaks corresponding to cubic
and tetragonal zirconia are observed. All d spacing values
(cubic and tetragonal symmetries) are shifted with respect
to YSZ and TZP, indicating the existence of two titania
solid solutions. The percentage of cubic zirconia was
calculated to be 67.7 mole fraction and the tetragonal phase
was 32.3 mole fraction. It is clear that the dopant
destabilizes the cubic phase and induces the formation of
tetragonal zirconia. It is well known that tetravalent dopants
smaller than zirconium ions do not form cubic zirconia solid
solutions (22). However, when 5 mol% of titania is added to
YSZ, only a solid solution of cubic zirconia is detected.

The lattice parameters were 0.513770.0005 and
0.512270.0005 nm for YSZ and 10TiYSZ, respectively.
This lattice decrease can be due to the replacement of the
Zr4+ ions by the smaller Ti4+ ions. Obviously, the lattice
volume is smaller for 10TiYSZ than for YSZ (see Table 2).

10TiTZP shows only peaks of tetragonal symmetry. The
cell volume also decreased with the titania addition to TZP.
This can also be interpreted as a lattice distortion for the
replacement of the Zr4+ ions by Ti4+. Table 2 summarizes
the lattice volume values for the compositions studied.

As mentioned above, the addition of TiO2 to YSZ
induces the formation of tetragonal zirconia. In the cubic
zirconia the coordination of Zr4+ is 8 (equal distances),
whereas in the tetragonal lattice the distances are not the
same (6 + 2) (18). Thus, the latter case is closer than that
of the rutile-type structure, where the Ti4+ is six-
coordinated. This fact could be the reason why the addition
of titanium leads to the formation of tetragonal zirconia.
As a consequence, the solubility limit of titania in YSZ is
quite small (slightly higher than 5 mol%), according to the
isothermal section outlined by Colomer et al. (17), when
compared to other dopants with similar structures (3).

Relative Densities

Table 3 shows the relative densities of the samples after
sintering. As can be seen, the addition of titania is effective
in inducing full density compact bodies in both tetragonal
and fluorite phases, in agreement with the well-known
effect of titania as sintering aid (23).

Scanning Electron Microscopy Energy-Dispersive
X-Ray Microanalysis (SEM-EDX)

A typical microstructure of 10TiYSZ sintered in air at
15001C for 2 h, after polishing and thermal etching, is
shown in Fig. 2. Fully densified bodies were obtained for
10TiYSZ in comparison with undoped YSZ, which



TABLE 2

Cubic and Tetragonal Phase Contents (mole Fraction)

and Lattice Volumes for Sintered Samples

Material

% Cubic

phase

% Tetragonal

phase

Lattice volume

cubic phase

(nm3)

Lattice volume

tetragonal phase

(nm3)

YSZ 100.0 0.0 0.135670.0002 F
5TiYSZ 100.0 0.0 0.134870.0002 F
10TiYSZ 67.7 32.3 0.134470.0002 0.133070.0002

TZP 0.0 100.0 F 0.134070.0002

5TiTZP 0.0 100.0 F 0.133670.0002

10TiTZP 0.0 100.0 F 0.133070.0002

FIG. 2. SEM micrograph of 10 TiYSZ sintered at 15001C for 2 h.
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exhibited inter- and intragranular porosity. A bimodal
grain size distribution is observed for 10TiYSZ. Large
grains with an average grain size of 4.0 mm and small grains
with an average size of 1.0 mm were noted. By EDX
semiquantitative analysis it is seen that the large grains
have approximately 6.0 mol% of Y2O3, whereas the small
grains have 2.0 mol% of Y2O3. The EDX analysis also
indicates that the TiO2 concentration is 5.2 and 4.8 mol%
for cubic and tetragonal grains, respectively. It agrees
well with the solid solution limit of titania into YSZ
(slightly higher than 5 mol%) obtained from the isothermal
section in this system at 15001C (17). Conclusively, the
10TiYSZ material consists of two phases, namely
[(ZrO2)0.94(Y2O3)0.063]0.948(TiO2)0.052 (5.2Ti6YSZ) and
[(ZrO2)0.98(Y2O3)0.021]0.952(TiO2)0.048 (4.8Ti2Y). Further-
more, the EDX analysis indicated uniform concentrations
of the solid solution components along the grain bound-
aries and in the center of large and small grains.

Figure 3 shows ZrTiO4 precipitates on the cubic grains
after severe thermal etching (14801C for 15 min). The EDX
analysis showed an increase in intensity of the Ti peaks for
the precipitates compared to those for the cubic and
tetragonal zirconia phases. The XRD pattern of this
thermally etched sample indicated the presence of a ZrTiO4

phase attributable to the precipitates. The segregation
takes place on cubic grains that have a higher amount of
titania. Furthermore, the solid solubility limit is higher for
titania-doped TZP (higher than 10 mol% titania) than for
titania-doped YSZ (lower than 10 mol% Titania).
TABLE 3

Relative Densities of YSZ, 5TiYSZ, 10TiYSZ,

5TiTZP, and 10TiTZP

Sample Relative density (%)

Sintering temperature

and time

YSZ 93.070.5 15001C/2 h

5TiYSZ 96.770.5 15001C/2 h

10TiYSZ 99.970.5 15001C/2 h

TZP 94.070.5 14001C/2h

5TiTZP 98.070.5 14001C/2 h

10TiTZP 99.970.5 14001C/2 h
AC Electrical Measurements

Impedance spectroscopy measurements in air. Impe-
dance spectroscopy measurements were performed at
temperatures ranging from 300 to 10001C. From the
impedance plots (Fig. 4) obtained, the bulk and the grain
FIG. 3. SEM micrograph of 10TiYSZ with precipitates of ZrTiO4 (ZT).



FIG. 4. Impedance spectrum for 10TiYSZ at 3701C in air.
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boundary contributions can be easily separated. The bulk
resistance was considered to be the intersection of the arc at
high frequencies with the real axis. The grain boundary
resistance corresponds to the intersection of the arc at low
frequencies with the real axis. The total resistance was
considered to be the sum of the grain boundary and the
lattice resistances.

Data for 10TiYSZ indicate that the addition of titania
results mostly in increasing bulk resistance of the material,
corresponding to an overall conductivity drop of about one
order of magnitude (nine times) when compared to YSZ
(Fig. 5). Dilution effect, because of the substitution of Zr4+

by Ti4+, has a negligible effect on the bulk resistivity
reduction of both phases (tetragonal and fluorite phases).

The effect of dopants on conductivity usually takes into
consideration the effective pathway for oxygen ions moving
between adjacent sites, which promotes the free radius
effect. Based on the ionic radius of Zr4+ (VIII) = 0.084 nm
FIG. 5. Log of the bulk s in air for YSZ (~), 10TiYSZ (&), TZP (*)

and 10TiTZP (^) versus the reciprocal of the temperature.
and Ti4+ (VIII) = 0.074 nm (24), it can be concluded that
the substitution of Zr4+ by Ti4+ causes an increment in the
free radius. This is expected to yield an increase in ionic
conductivity and a decrease in the activation energy for
ionic mobility. However, the results are contradictory to
experimental evidence. In this work, the simple effect of the
dopant cation radius is believed not to be a significant
parameter in the resistivity enhancement.

The above-mentioned effects cannot explain the bulk
conductivity drop in 10TiYSZ of one order of magnitude
with respect to YSZ. The next sections try to explain why
there is a large difference between the bulk conductivity for
10TiYSZ and that for YSZ.

Calculation of the increment of resistivity in air due to
the presence of both cubic and tetragonal phase solid
solutions. As a first approach the bulk resistivity value
for 10TiYSZ can be calculated by the empirical mixture
rule:

�bulkð10TiYSZÞ ¼�bulkðcubicphaseÞ 	 f ðcubicphaseÞ

þ �bulkðtetragonalphaseÞ

	 f ðtetragonalphaseÞ ½2�

�bulkð10TiYSZÞ ¼�bulkð5:2Ti6YÞ 	 f ð5:2T6YÞ

þ �bulkð4:8Ti2YÞ 	 f ð4:8Ti2YÞ; ½3�

where f (5.2Ti6Y) and f (4.8Ti2Y) are the volume fractions
of the cubic and tetragonal phases, respectively. These
values are obtained from XRD data: 0.68 volume fraction
(cubic phase) and 0.32 volume fraction (tetragonal phase),
respectively, as mentioned under X-Ray Diffraction
Analysis.

The fluorite phase (5.2Ti6Y) has a bulk resistivity at
5001C of 2.24	 103O	 cm, whereas the tetragonal com-
position (4.8Ti2Y) has a bulk resistivity of 6.3	 103O	 cm
at the same temperature. The experimental value for the
rbulk of 10TiYSZ is 1.41	 104O	 cm and if Eq. [3] is
applied, a value of 3.56	 103O	 cm is obtained. The
difference between these values is 1.05	 104, which is 75%
of the bulk resistivity. This discrepancy between these
values is believed due to the existence of structural
modifications and their effects on the bulk resistivity in
both cubic and tetragonal lattices, in 10TiYSZ (see Table
2). According to Colomer et al. (17) and Feighery et al. (25)
with increasing Y3+ content, the stabilized cubic fluorite
phase can incorporate much more Ti4+. This is probably
because the highly defective fluorite structure contains a
large number of oxygen vacancies. This enables Ti4+ to
assume its preferred sixfold coordination. When Y3+

content is low (10TiTZP), the number of oxygen vacancies
is low and Ti4+ ions trap oxygen vacancies to move away
from eightfold coordination of the Zr4+ site. It provokes a



TABLE 4

Activation Energies and Bulk Resistivity Increment

Due to Structural Changes for Different Materials

Material Ea (eV) bulk Ea (eV) total

D rSM (%) at

5001C

YSZ 1.0070.02 1.0470.01 F
5TiYSZ 0.9870.03 F 50

10TiYSZ 0.9670.03 1.0070.03 75

TZP 0.8570.01 0.8770.01 F
5TiTZP 1.0470.02 F 61

10TiTZP 1.0770.02 0.9270.01 68

FIG. 6. Log of the total s in air for YSZ (^), 10TiYSZ (&), TZP

(*), and 10TiTZP (þ) versus the reciprocal of the temperature.
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strong change in its structure. This vacancy trapping effect
is related to the high bulk activation energy value
(1.0770.02 eV) for TiTZP compared to that for TZP
(0.8570.02 eV) (see Table 4). By using Raman spectro-
scopy Traqueia et al. (18) confirmed the latter assumptions
that showed that the anion sublattice is composed of
tetragonal- and cubic-like domains having different con-
ductivities mainly because of the lower oxygen vacancy
content in the tetragonal-like domains. They proposed that
this decrease in the vacancy concentration is due to the Ti
ions, which trap oxygen vacancies to shift from the
eightfold-coordinated Zr site toward their preferred sixfold
coordination. A simple explanation would be that oxygen
migration occurs mostly in the disordered regions. As the
titania content increases, these regions disappear and the
electrical conductivity decreases.

5TiYSZ, which does not have any tetragonal phase,
exhibits a bulk resistivity increase of 50% with respect to
undoped YSZ. Again, neither the dilution effect nor the
free radius effect has a significant effect on that bulk
resistivity increment. Structural modifications could there-
fore be responsible for that increment.

Conclusively, one order of magnitude increment of the
resistivity for 10TiYSZ in comparison to that for YSZ
could be explained by considering the r value given by Eq.
[2], but this increment may be caused by the strong
structural modifications suffered when Ti4+ ions are
introduced into the cubic and tetragonal lattices.

Arrhenius Plots. Activation energy. If the temperature
range between 200 and 5001C is considered for both YSZ
and 10TiYSZ, the values of the bulk activation energy,
1.0070.02 and 0.9670.03 eV, respectively, are indepen-
dent of the titania content (Fig. 5). This fact coincides with
the findings in other works (18,26,27). It means that a
further addition of titania does not modify the conduction
mechanism in the temperature range mentioned. The curve
that corresponds to 10TiTZP overlaps in a narrow range of
temperature with that of 10TiYSZ. However, the activa-
tion energy is slightly higher for 10TiTZP (1.0770.02 eV)
than for 10TiYSZ (0.9670.03 eV) (see Table 4). This fact
can be explained by a structural modification taking place
in TZP stronger than that taking place in YSZ, as
mentioned above.

A bending toward a higher activation energy was found
in the sB versus 1/T Arrhenius plot for 10TiYSZ from
5501C to higher temperatures (Fig. 5). The bending has an
activation energy of 1.3970.03 eV, which means an
association energy of 0.4370.02 eV. This large value can
only be explained by the formation of strong associated
pairs, Ti4+–Vö. The same bending effect is also reported by
Naito and Arashi for (ZrO2)0.8(TiO2)0.1(Y2O3)0.1 (7), who
suggested that this activation energy change is the intrinsic
behavior of the TiO2-doped YSZ. This intrinsic feature
could be related to an enhancement of Ti4+–Vö interac-
tions when the temperature is raised. Presumably, the
concentration of Ti4+–Vö pairs is augmented as tempera-
ture increases.

Li et al. (22) by using X-ray absorption spectroscopy in
GeO2-doped tetragonal zirconia observed that the Ge–O
bond is shorter and stronger than that of the Zr–O bond.
Note that Ge and Ti cations both are tetravalent dopants
and their ionic radius is smaller than that of Zr4+. These
authors suggest a local Ge–Zr ordering and the formation
of a scheelite-like Zr3GeO4 structure. In this work, the
increase in activation energy suggests that the Ti–O
distances could be shorter and could produce the forma-
tion of microdomains that contain the trapped vacancies.
A local ordering can be suggested in 10TiYSZ, since a
thermal etching very close to the sintering temperature
reveals the presence of ZrTiO4, as mentioned above (Fig. 3).

Figure 6 shows the Arrhenius plot of the total
conductivity as a function of the reciprocal of the
temperature for 10TiYSZ. The total conductivity for
10TiYSZ does not exhibit the usual high-temperature
bending (toward lower activation energy values) found for
YSZ. The absence of that bending could be ascribed to the
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presence of the tetragonal zirconia phase. TZP and titania-
doped TZP materials do not exhibit any bending in their
curves (Fig. 6). This fact can be related to an association
energy in tetragonal zirconia higher than that in cubic
zirconia.

Dependence of electrical conductivity on Po2. Figure 7
shows the dependence of electrical conductivity at 10 KHz
and 10001C on oxygen partial pressure for 10TiYSZ and
10TiTZP. That frequency was chosen because the impe-
dance spectra showed that 10 KHz is located where the
material response takes place. All curves obtained at
different temperatures (800–11001C) and at 10 KHz exhibit
identical dependencies on the oxygen partial pressure for
10TiYSZ. Following a plateau at moderately oxidizing
conditions, the conductivity increases with increasingly
reducing conditions. The onset of electronic conductivity
under reducing conditions can exhibit either a �1

4
or a �1

6

Po2 dependence. (7,9). The first result is to be expected
when the increase in electronic defects is associated with the
reduction of titanium ions in the cation sublattice:

Oo þ 2Tizr ¼ Vöo þ 2Ti
0

zr þ 1
2
O2 : ½4�

In this reaction the Kröger–Vink type of notation has been
assumed for defects. The symbol TiZr’ corresponds to an
electronic defect localized in a titanium ion in the cation
sublattice (small polaron). The behavior expected for such
localized electronic defects could be confirmed by electro-
nic ion-blocking measurements

On assuming a reduction process occurring in a
titanium-rich grain boundary, the concentration of electro-
nic defects might be compensated by the formation of
FIG. 7. Dependence of electrical conductivity (10KHz) on oxygen

partial pressure for both 10 TiYSZ (&) and 10 TiTZP (*) at 10001C.
oxygen vacancies:

TiMj jg:b:/ Po
�1=6
2 : ½5�

The �1
6

Po2 dependence corresponds to neglecting the
role of yttrium ions in determining the concentration of
negative defects in the grain boundary.

Reasonable estimates for the ionic conductivity were
obtained in both cases. However, the results obtained
correspond to poor correlation factors in both cases. An
additional difficulty in assessing a clear Po2 dependence results
from the unknown effect on oxygen vacancies under reducing
conditions. Those findings were also reported in titania-doped
cubic zirconia sintered at 1300 or 16001C for 2 h (28).

The model used for data analysis is clearly inconclusive.
Ion-blocking measurements could clarify the electronic
transport properties.

For 10TiTZP all curves obtained from 800 to 11001C
exhibit identical dependencies on Po2, and it is also
observed that the dependence does not follow either a �1

4

or a �1
6
slope (Fig. 7). Again, the fitted results obtained for

the 10TiTZP material are poorly correlated.
The presence of the tetragonal phase in 10TiYSZ seems

not to affect the conductivity mechanism under reducing
conditions. In neither the 10TiYSZ nor the 10TiTZP
sample was the typical maximum of a small polaron
mechanism in the log versus Po2 detected.

The transport properties of 10TiYSZ are not only
evaluated from ac conductivity measurements as a function
of oxygen partial pressure because these measurements are
insensitive to minor electronic contributions. Additional
techniques to separate the ionic and electronic conductivity
contributions are required. This is achieved by dc
techniques, such as open circuit EMF and the ion-blocking
electrode technique (19).

DC Electrical Measurements

Ionic transport number. Electromotive force (EMF)
measurements. Figure 8 shows data of EMF values for
10TiYSZ at 10001C within a small range of reducing
oxygen partial pressures. The ionic transport number of
this composition was found to be typically one in air, and
decreases with decreasing Po2, as shown in Fig. 8. This
decrease indicates the onset of electronic conductivity
under reducing conditions and is related to the reduction of
titanium ions.

An accurate data treatment should be used to character-
ize mixed conductor materials when considering their
utilization in a narrow range of oxygen partial pressures.
In this case, the most useful parameter is the effective ionic
transport number, defined as

ti ¼
4F

RT

� �
dðEMFÞ
dðln Po2Þ

½6�



FIG. 8. Open circuit EMF data (&) obtained with an oxygen

concentration cell based on a 10TiYSZ disc at 10001C. The EMF dashed

line and the ti solid line correspond to estimates based on curve fitting.

FIG. 9. I–V plots for 10TiYSZ from 700 to 10001C obtained by ion-

blocking technique.
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In the oxygen pressure range, where the concentration of
ionic defects is determined by the concentration of dopant
(yttrium oxide) and the concentrations of holes and
electrons are proportional to the þ1

4
and �1

4
power of the

oxygen partial pressure, respectively, the ionic transference
number can be expressed as

ti ¼
1

ð1 þ APo
�1=4
2 þ BPo

1=4
2 Þ

: ½7�

In this expression, A is the electronic to ionic conductivity
ratio for unit oxygen partial pressure. The B coefficient is
the analogous ratio for electron hole conductivity. In-
corporating Eq. [7] into Eq. [6] and integrating this
equation over the appropriate limits of oxygen partial
pressure, an expression where the cell EMF is a function of
A, B, and the oxygen partial pressure boundary conditions
can be obtained (19). The experimental data can be fitted to
this equation and the parameters A and B estimated (as
found in the present situation). The p-type conductivity
contribution for 10TiYSZ is insignificant for oxygen partial
pressures lower than ambient air (Po2 = 0.21 atm). For this
reason, the value of B can be neglected in the Eq. [7]. The A
coefficient is the most relevant parameter to determine the
ionic transport number under reducing conditions, (Eq.
[7]). Based on this estimate, the dependence of EMF and ti
on Po2 was also plotted in Fig. 8, and it can be seen that the
ionic transport number of this composition is quite small
under reducing conditions.
The EMF dependence on the oxygen partial pressure can
be obtained by the equation

V ¼ RT
4F

Z
tid ln Po2: ½8�

The evaluation of the relevance of the electronic con-
ductivity component can be made by simple evaluation of
the ratio of EMF sample/EMF sensor, which gives us an
average ionic transport number between air and the oxygen
pressure limiting conditions corresponding to the sensor
EMF values used in the calculation. According to this type
of calculation, the average ionic transport number between
air and 9.83	 10�15 Pa at 10001C is 0.78, which indicates a
significant electronic conductivity component. For
10TiTZP similar results were achieved. Samples treated
under reducing conditions suffered low weight losses (2%),
in agreement with that obtained by Marques et al. (29). It
suggests that the level of Ti4+ reduction achieved is also
low. This result, together with the observation of the high
electronic conductivity contribution, indicates that the
mobility of the electronic defects may be much higher
than usually reported for a small polaron. This result is in
agreement with Marques et al. (19).

Ion-Blocking Measurements

Ion-blocking measurements were performed on the
10TiYSZ samples. Results obtained with this technique at
temperatures between 700 and 10001C are shown in Fig. 9.

The enhancement in electronic conductivity is deter-
mined by the formation of mobile electronic defects in the
titania-doped YSZ materials related to the reduction of
titanium ions as mentioned above. At low temperature
(7001C), the behavior of 10TiYSZ tends to be similar to
YSZ, indicating minor enhancement in electronic conduc-
tivity for as expected a small concentration of Ti3+.

The expected behavior of 10TiYSZ can be derived
starting from the dc equivalent circuit suggested by
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Patterson et al. (30) to describe the electrical transport in
mixed conductors. The relation between electronic current
(Ie) and applied voltage (V) is

Ie ¼
SRT

FL

� �

�
��
n e
u � 1ð Þ þ ��

p 1 � e�uð Þ

þK� K� þ P1=4
ref e

�u
� ��1

� K� þ P1=4
ref

� ��1
� �	

; ½9�

where u=VF/RT, S and L are the cell electrode area and
thickness, ��

n and ��
p the electron and hole conductivities at

a fixed oxygen partial pressure (at the reversible electrode,
Pref), and R, T, and F have their usual meaning. When
plotting Ie versus V, based on Eq. [9], a plateau related to
the small polaron hopping electronic conductivity con-
tribution should be observed. The intermediate plateau
predicted by Eq. [9] is not observed for titania-doped YSZ
at any studied temperature.

Experimental evidence obtained for 10TiYSZ is not
coherent with the behavior predicted for a mixed con-
ductor with a small polaron conductivity contribution. In
fact this plateau can only be expected when the mixed
valence dopant is sufficiently reduced, and on assuming a
small polaron electronic conductivity contribution.

Note that an applied voltage of 2 V at 10001C
corresponds to an interfacial oxygen partial pressure on
the order of 10�15 Pa and the corresponding level of
reduction of Ti4+ ions should be significant. The formation
of delocalized electronic defects rather than localized
defects may be an alternative explanation for the electronic
contribution in this material. Therefore, large polarons
instead of small polarons are the most probable mechan-
ism.

Polaron mechanism under reducing conditions . Regard-
ing both the nonexistence of any maximum in the
conductivity vs Po2 plots at low Po2 values and any
plateau in the I–V curves for the ion-blocking measure-
ments, calculations based on the small polaron theory
(SPT) (31) were performed in order to confirm the
experimental findings.

Polaronic conduction is a typical electron–phonon
coupling process; the magnitude of the coupling factor
can produce a large or a small polaron radius, rp. When the
polaron effective mass (mp) is high (10–100 times m*
(electron effective mass)) and its kinetic energy is negligible,
rp is lower than the interionic distance and a small polaron
is present. The activation hopping energy of the small
polaron is

WH ¼ ½�e2=4�e0RÞ�ð1=e1 � 1=esÞ; ½10�

where e is the electron charge, e0 the vacuum dielectric
constant, eN the high-frequency permittivity, es the low-
frequency dielectric constant, and R the interionic distance
(Ti3+ 3 Ti4+) between equivalent sites for hopping. It
means that the small polaron hopping is effective if Ti3+

and Ti4+ ions have the same oxygen coordination number.
The basic criterion for the large polaron theory (LPT) is

the smallness of the ratio, R/rp. In this case the motion of
the polaron can be described by the Boltzmann equation.
Here the polaron is considered as a particle, with an
effective electronic mass, mp, undergoing collisions with
phonons (lower excitation levels), which are close to those
of the ordinary band theory.

Several authors (4, 7) have proposed a small polaron
transport in TiO2–YSZ materials under reducing condi-
tions. However, titania-doped YSZ mixed conductors are
being evaluated mostly from high-temperature conductiv-
ity measurements as a function of oxygen partial pressure.

Assuming that our 10TiYSZ under reducing conditions
fits the small polaron mechanism and applying Eq. [8]
where the value of eN is 24.24 for 10TiYSZ, that of es is
250, and that of e0 is 8.85	 10�12 F/m, then 1/es is
negligible. In order to determine, the small polaron radius,
rp, it is necessary to calculate the interionic distance, R, by
means of Eq. [8]. We can use the data of the total
conductivity versus oxygen partial pressure. The conduc-
tivity values of a specific oxygen partial pressure (10�15 Pa),
at various temperatures, were taken and plotted as a
function of the reciprocal of the temperature. The slope of
the straight line gives a hopping activation energy of
1.1570.05 eV. Assuming that the latter value corresponds
to the small polaron hopping activation energy WH and
introducing that value into Eq. [10], the estimated
interionic distance (R) between Ti3+ and Ti4+ ions for
10TiYSZ was 0.52 Å, which is inconsistent with SPT.
Inconsistent results with SPT are also achieved for
10TiTZP.

Conclusively, for both materials large polarons, instead
of small polarons, could be a possible electronic transport
mechanism under reducing conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

10TiYSZ is composed of two phases with approximated
compositions of 5.2Ti6Y (titania-doped cubic zirconia) and
4.8Ti2Y (titania-doped tetragonal zirconia) for each phase.
Therefore, 10TiYSZ is a ceramic composite. In the bulk
conductivity vs the reciprocal of the temperature plot a
bending (from 5501C to higher temperature) toward higher
activation energy was detected. The bending could indicate
the existence of Ti4+–Vö associated pairs with an associa-
tion energy of 0.4370.02 eV. It could mean that Ti–O
bonds become stronger and shorter and could produce the
formation of microdomains of ZrTiO4-like structure. The
structural modifications in both the cubic and tetragonal
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phases by the addition of titania produces an increment in
the bulk resistivity of 75%.

In both 10TiYSZ and 10TiTZP, the dependence of the
conductivity on Po2 does not follow either a �1

4
or �1

6

slope and a maximum in the conductivity versus Po2 plot is
not observed. For 10TiYSZ, the average ionic transport
number between air and 9.83	 10�15 Pa at 10001C is 0.78
according to the electromotive force measurements, which
indicates a significant electronic conductivity component.

Experimental evidence obtained from ion blocking
measurements for 10TiYSZ is not coherent with the
behavior predicted for a mixed conductor with a small
polaron conductivity contribution. Furthermore, accord-
ing to the calculations based on the small polaron theory,
inconsistent values for the radius of a small polaron (rp) are
obtained in both 10TiYSZ and 10TiTZP. However, large
polarons can explain the transport properties in these
materials under reducing conditions in agreement with the
experimental data.
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